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🌳Abstract🌳

Judge Orders Swift Action to Improve Conditions for
Migrant Children in TX👏

Snowden Used Bitcoin to Pay for Servers Used in NSA
Leak🍯#Traceable

Western intel hacked 'RU Google' Yandex to spy on
accounts

Senate Rejects Curb on Trump’s Authority to Strike Iran

🌳Abstract🌳

Democrats Veer Left on Immigration at Debates, Pleasing Base — and Trump

Thus is a perfect illustration of the Horseshoe Theory. 

The far R & Far Left work in partnership to hone & weaponized narratives damaging

to both parties.

Who does that serve? #Kremlin
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🌳Abstract3🌳

Disney Heiress Calls For Wealth Tax: 'We Have To Draw A Line

Trump plans ticketed-access area for VIPs, friends & family at July 4 celebration

With No SCOTUS End to Gerrymandering, States Make It More Extreme —definitely

a blow to free & fair elections—Democracy.
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🌳Abstract4🌳

G20 summit: Trump and Xi agree to restart US-China trade talks—Huawei 😱

Trump says he wants to 'shake hands' with North Korea's Kim at DMZ

Trump says Turkey treated unfairly over Russian missile deal

Thiel’s Plantir has a contract with the US Census Bureau
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🌳Abstract5🌳

TikTok’s Vids Are Goofy. 

📌Its Strategy to Dominate SocMed Is Serious.

China’s first big hit in the US. uses an advanced algorithm to personalize its video-

sharing app, & parent Bytedance’s enormous ad spending on Snap, FB & Instagram

aims to hook users.
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🌳Abstract6🌳

Meltdown of State COs Imperils South Africa's Finances.

ExecDir & CEO of Sponsor Org Sentenced to 10 Years’ in prison, & Owner of Catering

CO Sentenced to 8 Years in prison, for Their Roles in $26M Scheme to Defraud Fed

Food Program for Underprivileged Children

🌳Abstract7🌳

An ethnic Russian serving in Estonia’s military had something to hide. Now he’s in

prison as a convicted traitor.

Huawei Personnel Worked With China’s Military on Research Projects.

Employees collaborated on AI and communications with military.

#HuaweiSpyWare
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🌳Abstract8🌳

Trump makes concession on Huawei as part of China truce & revives stalled trade

talks

Brexit’s Fearmongers May Be Right—3 Years Late

3 years after Britain voted to leave the European Union, warning signals for the U.K.

economy are finally beginning to flash red.
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🌳Abstract8🌳

Libyan fighters seize US & Chinese missiles from Haftar's forces

Europe’s record heat wave is changing stubborn minds about the value of air

conditioning

Putin says his country & Saudi have reached an agreement on the need for OPEC to

continue production cuts.
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US Navy prepares for 'Sea Breeze 2019' naval exercises in Ukraine

Forget the tax fraud & sex scandals. Italy’s Berlusconi is back.

T Tower Is Now One of NYC’s Least-Desirable Luxury Buildings

US Agents Announce 1000s Of Weapons Seized In 'Op Patagonia Express'
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🌳Abstract10🌳

U.S. prosecutors subpoena records on Boeing 787 production

“The DOJ now says disclosure of still-secret parts of its Carter Page FISA apps would

no longer jeopardize an ongoing investigation. 

(But it told a judge they should remain secret for other reasons.)”🤔
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The Latest: Abe, Putin announce initiatives to expand ties

Two Former Venezuelan Officials Charged and Two Businessmen Plead Guilty in

Connection with Venezuela Bribery Scheme

Germany to return Nazi-stolen painting Vase of Flowers to Italy

🌳Abstract12🌳

Fmr. Sec. of State Madeleine Albright on G20: [Trump] is using it to insult our allies

and make jokes with somebody that is trying to undermine the American system of

democracy, as well as, really militarize information in central and eastern Europe."
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🌳Abstract13🌳

Debate Moderators Seemingly Didn’t Know Anything About National Security —

cyber threats & encroachment of illiberalism

The candidates weren’t pressed to discuss any of the foreign-policy challenges a

president will actually face.
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🌳Abstract14🌳

New list of 1MDB civil forfeiture respondents out in two weeks.

MI5 has launched an inv’n into a RU lobbying campaign (influence op) to infiltrate

British politics that received advice & support from a senior Conservative MP Sir

Henry Bellingham.
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🌳Abstract15🌳

Medtronic recall: FDA warns insulin pumps are vulnerable to hacking

US defense officials disputed the Chinese claim that the test was not targeted at any

country & said the missile firing on June 2 coincided with the visit to Asia by then-

acting SecDef Shanahan.
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🌳Abstract15🌳

GPS jamming affecting Israel comes from Russian base in Syria: US researcher

Signal that has been interfering with airplanes in Israeli airspace is detectable from

space, appears to come from new deployment of Moscow's electronic warfare systems
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🌳Abstract15🌳

Medicare for all was once cast as a litmus test for the Democratic field, but at this

point most of the candidates favor an optional approach, with a mix of public and

private insurance

Trump Consultant Is Trolling Democrats With Biden Site That Isn’t Biden’s
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🏵Chris Suprun🏵

Please give @chrissupruntx a follow.

 Chris Suprun For Congress 
@ChrisSuprunTX03

#BREAKING: Today within 24 hours of annoucing a run for 
#TX03 the Chris Suprun For Congress campaign had a foreign 
person attempt to provide information on the Trump 
campaign.@TheChrisSuprun is reaching out to the @FBIDallas 
to provide them with information on this contact.

174 9:15 PM - Jun 27, 2019

112 people are talking about this

TikTok’s Vids Are Goofy. Its Strategy to Dominate SocMed Is Serious.

China’s first big hit in the US. uses an advanced algorithm to personalize its video-

sharing app, & parent Bytedance’s enormous ad spending on Snap, FB & Instagram

aims to hook users

TikTok’s Videos Are Goofy. Its Strategy to Dominate Social Media Is Se…
China’s first big hit in the U.S. uses an advanced algorithm to personalize its
addictive video-sharing app, and parent Bytedance’s enormous ad spending on
Snap, Facebook and Instagram aims to hook t…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/tiktoks-videos-are-goofy-its-strategy-to-dominate-social-m…

The Model Estonian Soldier Who Spied for Russia 

The Hero Who Betrayed His Country

An ethnic Russian serving in Estonia’s military had something to hide. Now he’s in

prison as a convicted traitor.
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The Hero Who Betrayed His Country
An ethnic Russian serving in Estonia’s military had something to hide. Now he’s in
prison as a convicted traitor.

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2019/06/estonia-russia-deniss-metsa…

MI5 has launched an inv’n into a RU lobbying campaign (influence op) to infiltrate

British politics that received advice & support from a senior Conservative MP Sir

Henry Bellingham

MI5 investigates MP’s Russian role
MI5 has launched an investigation into a Russian lobbying campaign to infiltrate
British politics that received advice and support from a senior Conservative MP.Ben
Wallace, the security minister, ha…

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/mi5-investigates-mps-russian-role-nqbpp5xq2

Thiel’s Plantir has a contract with the US Census Bureau

David Carroll 
@profcarroll

Replying to @profcarroll
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Guess who has a contract with the @uscensusbureau?

Peter Thiel’s Palantirfpds.gov/ezsearch/fpdsp…
129 4:46 AM - Jan 4, 2018

147 people are talking about this

Trump Consultant Is Trolling Democrats With Biden Site That Isn’t Biden’s

Trump Consultant Is Trolling Democrats With Biden Site That Isn’t Bid…
Armed with bogus websites that mock leading candidates, a Trump campaign
worker is exploiting tensions on the left with Russian-style disinformation.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/29/us/politics/fake-joe-biden-website.html

Forces allied to Libya's internationally recognized government based in Tripoli

captured sophisticated U.S. and Chinese rockets as well as drones when they seized a

town from eastern forces last week, officials said on Saturday.

Libyan fighters seize U.S. and Chinese missiles from Haftar's forces
Forces allied to Libya's internationally recognized government based in Tripoli
captured sophisticated U.S. and Chinese rockets as well as drones when they
seized a town from eastern forces last week…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-libya-security-idUSKCN1TU0W8

U.S. prosecutors subpoena records on Boeing 787 production: Seattle Times
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U.S. prosecutors subpoena records on Boeing 787 production: Seattle...
Federal prosecutors have subpoenaed records from Boeing Co relating to the
production of the 787 Dreamliner in South Carolina, the Seattle Times reported on
Friday, citing two sources familiar with t…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ethiopia-airplane-boeing-investigatio-idUSKCN1TT3…

‼ Excellent Resource‼ 

Brett Kavanaugh and the Information Terrorists Trying to Reshape America |

WIRED

Brett Kavanaugh and the Information Terrorists Trying to Reshape Am…
The network architecture built in Gamergate helped propel Trump to the presidency
and fuel conspiracies like Pizzagate and QAnon. Now it’s backing Brett
Kavanaugh.

https://www.wired.com/story/information-terrorists-trying-to-reshape-america/

U.S. Navy prepares for 'Sea Breeze 2019' naval exercises in Ukraine

U.S. Navy prepares for 'Sea Breeze 2019' naval exercises in Ukraine
A 19-nation naval exercise hosted by Ukraine begins on Monday, and the U.S.
Navy's Sixth Fleet announced its participation this week.

https://www.upi.com/Defense-News/2019/06/28/US-Navy-prepares-for-Sea-Breeze-20…

At a retreat, Carter and Mondale talked about the old days, and went after Trump

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/at-a-retreat-carter-and-mondale-talked-about-…
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Rethink Globalization

The 2017 NatSec Strategy & the 2018 NatDef Strategy have been the fundamental 1st

steps towards strategic realignment, refocusing our priorities away from

counterinsurgency and counterterrorism & toward great power competition.

Focus on Eurasia, Invest in Allies, Rethink Globalization - The America…
The West needs to focus on these fundamentals to achieve its overarching
strategic objective: preventing China's domination of Eurasia.

https://www.the-american-interest.com/2019/06/28/focus-on-eurasia-invest-in-allies-ret…

Judge Orders Swift Action to Improve Conditions for Migrant Children in Texas

Judge Orders Swift Action to Improve Conditions for Migrant Children …
A federal judge has ordered a monitor to work with federal authorities to remediate
“post haste” the conditions for migrants held in Texas.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/29/us/border-migrants-texas-clint-court.html

Democrats Veer Left on Immigration at Debates, Pleasing Base — and Trump

Thus is a perfect illustration of the Horseshoe Theory.

The far R & Far Left work in partnership to hone & weaponized narratives damaging

to both parties. 

Who does that serve?
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Democrats Veer Left on Immigration at Debates, Pleasing Base — and …
Democrats are eager to stand far apart from President Trump on immigration. But
the debates this week raised questions about how far is too far.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/29/us/politics/democratic-debates-immigration.html

‼ 2014‼ 

How Billionaire Oligarchs Are Becoming Their Own Political Parties

#Koch #Mercer #Styers

Styers = Controlled Opposition. 

Who does he bash? DEMs not GOP

How Billionaire Oligarchs Are Becoming Their Own Political Parties
Is the Florida governor’s race a campaign between a Democrat and a Republican
or a battle between Tom Steyer and the Koch brothers?

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/19/magazine/how-billionaire-oligarchs-are-becoming…

🏵Excellent Thread🏵

Tami Burages
@tburages

Lately I've been thinking about junkyard dogs.
 
And lawyers.
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And what it must be like to know your client called you a junkyard 
dog lawyer – and that you lived up to that moniker. /1

813 3:39 PM - Jun 29, 2019
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‼ ICYMI‼ 

Trump 2020 campaign secretly working with former Cambridge Analytica staffers:

AP - Chicago Tribune

Trump 2020 campaign secretly working with former Cambridge Analyti…
A company run by former officials at Cambridge Analytica has quietly been working
for President Donald Trump's 2020 re-election effort.

https://www.chicagotribune.com/nation-world/ct-trump-campaign-cambridge-analytica-…

“The Justice Department now says disclosure of still-secret parts of its Carter Page

FISA applications would no longer jeopardize an ongoing investigation. (But it told a

judge they should remain secret for other reasons.)”

Brad Heath
@bradheath

The Justice Department now says disclosure of still-secret parts 
of its Carter Page FISA applications would no longer jeopardize 
an ongoing investigation. (But it told a judge they should remain 
secret for other reasons.)

66 9:16 PM - Jun 28, 2019

78 people are talking about this

GPS jamming affecting Israel comes from Russian base in Syria: US researcher

Signal that has been interfering with airplanes in Israeli airspace is detectable from

space, appears to come from new deployment of Moscow's electronic warfare systems
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GPS jamming affecting Israel comes from Russian base in Syria: US re…
Signal that has been interfering with airplanes in Israeli airspace is detectable from
space, appears to come from new deployment of Moscow's electronic warfare
systems

https://www.timesofisrael.com/gps-jamming-affecting-israel-comes-from-russian-base-i…

Debate Moderators Seemingly Didn’t Know Anything About National Security —

cyber threats & encroachment of illiberalism

The candidates weren’t pressed to discuss any of the foreign-policy challenges a

president will actually face.

Debate Moderators Don’t Know Much About National Security
Candidates are seldom pressed to discuss the biggest foreign-policy challenges a
president will actually face.

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/06/debate-moderators-dont-know-abo…

🏵Climate Change🏵

Sean Charles
@BuffaloSojourn

Bold Prediction:  By 2022, Climate Change will be the only thing 
discussed at the #G20Summit

Within 3 years, we'll realize the goals of the #ParisAccords were 
like putting a Band-Aid on an amputation.

Here's why:
41 2:48 PM - Jun 29, 2019

26 people are talking about this

Oh Goodie!
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Edward Snowden Used Bitcoin to Pay for Servers Used in NSA Leak 🍯🍯🍯

#Traceable

Edward Snowden Used Bitcoin to Pay for Servers Used in NSA Leak
Edward Snowden also brushed off claims that bitcoin is mainly used by criminals,
arguing: “There are a hell of a lot more criminals that use the dollar.”

https://cointelegraph.com/news/edward-snowden-used-bitcoin-to-pay-for-servers-used…

G20 summit: Trump and Xi agree to restart US-China trade talks

US and China agree to restart trade talks
The US agrees a pause in hostilities with China on trade, and makes a concession
over tech firm Huawei.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-48810070

Western intelligence hacked 'Russia's Google' Yandex to spy on accounts - sources

Exclusive: Western intelligence hacked 'Russia's Google' Yandex to...
Hackers working for Western intelligence agencies broke into Russian internet
search company Yandex in late 2018, deploying a rare type of malware in an
attempt to spy on user accounts, four people w…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-cyber-yandex-exclusive-idUSKCN1TS2SX
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U.S. Agents Announce Thousands Of Weapons Seized In 'Operation Patagonia

Express'

U.S. Agents Announce Thousands Of Weapons Seized In 'Operation P…
The bust "resulted in the largest weapons seizure in Argentine history," a U.S.
federal official said. A married couple in their 60s who lived in Broward County, Fla.,
have been arrested.

https://www.npr.org/2019/06/28/737041530/u-s-agents-announce-thousands-of-weapo…

Mimi Rocah: Robert Mueller's congressional testimony matters. Here's why.

Democrats out for blood need to understand that Mueller isn’t going to argue for

impeachment, or anything close to that. But he doesn't have to..

Opinion | Yes, Robert Mueller's congressional testimony matters. Here'…
Robert Mueller's congressional testimony on the Mueller report matters. Here's
what Democrats hope to hear — and he's likely to say.

https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/robert-mueller-s-congressional-testimony-matt…

#G20 Thread

Justice is Served
@pleasesaveour

#G20 5 takeaways

The trade war with China has shifted.
After  meeting China’s leader on the side lines of the G20  
summit, Mr. Trump told reporters on Saturday: “We discussed a 
lot of  things, and we’re right back on track” with trade talks.
1/nytimes.com/2019/06/29/wor…
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See Justice is Served's other Tweets

5 Takeaways From the G20 Summit: Easing Off Trump’s China …
President Trump announced that the United States and China had
agreed to resume stalled trade negotiations, giving negotiators
nytimes.com

The Latest: Abe, Putin announce initiatives to expand ties

The Latest: Abe, Putin announce initiatives to expand ties
OSAKA, Japan (AP) — The Latest on the Group of 20 summit meetings in Osaka,
Japan (all times local): 8:30 p.m. Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and Russian
President Vladimir Putin...

https://apnews.com/4bb9941b8afe41fe8e01178e57bde06e?utm_medium=AP&utm_ca…

Trump says he wants to 'shake hands' with North Korea's Kim at DMZ

Trump offers to meet North Korea's Kim at DMZ
President Trump arrives in South Korea after tweeting he would like to "say hello"
to Kim Jong-un.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-48809129

Huawei Personnel Worked With China’s Military on Research Projects

Employees collaborated on AI and communications with military

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-27/huawei-personnel-worked-

with-china-military-on-research-projects
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Trump Surprises G20 With Huawei Concession: U.S. Companies Can Sell To Huawei

Trump Surprises G20 With Huawei Concession: U.S. Companies Can S…
While Huawei is not off the blacklist, the announcement by the U.S. President is
highly significant.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidphelan/2019/06/29/trump-surprises-g20-with-huawe…

Trump Tower Is Now One of NYC’s Least-Desirable Luxury Buildings

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-14/trump-tower-is-now-one-

of-nyc-s-least-desirable-luxury-buildings

Forget the tax fraud and sex scandals. Italy’s Berlusconi is back.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/never-mind-the-tax-fraud-and-bunga-b…

Forget the tax fraud and sex scandals. Italy’s Berlusconi is back.

Full link: 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/never-mind-the-tax-fraud-and-bunga-b…

The Republican-controlled state legislature, saying that it needed to give “guidance”

to elections officials, voted in May to require felons who have served their sentences

to pay all court-ordered fines, fees and restitution.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/florida-governor-signs-bill-making-it-harder-fo…

Brexit’s Fearmongers May Be Right—Three Years Late
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Three years after Britain voted to leave the European Union, warning signals for the

U.K. economy are finally beginning to flash red.

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2019-brexit-referendum-anniversary/

China's Defense Ministry this week confirmed the test firing of a new submarine-

launched ballistic missile the Pentagon regards as a strategic weapon capable of

striking anywhere in the United States from underwater launch points.

China Confirms Submarine-Launched Missile Test
China's Defense Ministry confirmed the test firing of a new submarine-launched
ballistic missile the Pentagon considers capable of striking the U.S.

https://freebeacon.com/national-security/china-confirms-submarine-launched-missile-t…

Germany to return Nazi-stolen painting Vase of Flowers to Italy

Germany to return Nazi-stolen painting to Florence
Vase of Flowers by Dutch artist Jan van Huysum will be handed to the Uffizi
Gallery.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48812123

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Theresa Brennan 
@tbrennan666

@karolcummins twitter.com/Oceandiversity…

Ocean diversity @Oceandiversity2
This fish look like butterfly
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CCTV IDIOTS
@cctvidiots

One word this video... 
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2,506 people are talking about this

#InfraredPhotography
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#PAM #PAMFAM #InfraredPhotography

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#InfraredPhotography

In the olden day’s, my favorite film for landscape photography 
was high speed infrared film, combined with a red filter produced 
facinating results. 

Monet’s Pond at Giverney. 1995
314 2:50 AM - Apr 22, 2018

131 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳

It’s been a killer week, so please take time to relax and unwind. Treat yourself to some

retail therapy or a good meal out with friends & family. 

You will be glad you did! 

Sleep well!

xoxo Karol

#TeamPatriot
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#ThePatriotTimes

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you.

June 29, 2019

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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